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I 1 
To permit the‘ proper use of; medicinal products 

in the. form of aerosols» intended toe be‘ inhaled; 
it' is advisable‘ t'o‘be able tocollect these in such 
mann'e'ras to have available‘ a quantity’ of aerosols 
su?icient fora complete treatment ‘and? to" be able 
to controland estimate theirdensity. 

The‘ present‘invention. has for‘ its obj‘ectito‘ pro— 
vide an apparatus permitting- the colle'ctibnv of. 
aerosols'inl quantity appropriate to the object in 
View, as also their control andv ef?cient. utilisa 
tion‘. 
The apparatus according to theinventionconp 

prises essentially a hermetically closed jar in 
which the aerosols are developed‘: or“ into‘ which 
they are conveyed. and from whichv they can pass 
out through a tube‘ the extremity of which opens 
out on the exterior of the jar and is connected 
to a mask or other means of inlri'alationl used by 
the patient, whilst the other end opens into the 
upper part of a transparent ball or globe, or simi~ 
lar device, permitting the1 density of the aerosols 
to be. controlled. 
Furthermore, it hasbeen found? that the'quality 

of aerosols stored in. the jar of the apparatus ac 
cording to the invention is improved by reason of 
the factvthat, in this j'ar, the aerosols are freed 
from their‘larger particles, the condensation of 
which is probably due to the combined action of 
the effect of the cold walls of the jar and the: 
drop in velocity of the flow of aerosols. The 
absence of large particles in the current leaving 
the jar is very advantageous, because the presence 
of large drops in the aerosols intended to be in 
haled would cause the precipitation of the aerosols 
in the upper respiratory passages and would thus 
greatly reduce or even eliminate the useful e?ect 
the treatment is intended to provide. 
The invention will now be described in greater 

detail with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings which by way of example show sectional 
views of two embodiments of the apparatus ac 
cording to the invention. 
This apparatus comprises a jar I of suitable 

capacity closed hermetically by a cover 2. In 
the example illustrated, the aerosol generator 3 is 
suspended from the cover and is in the interior 
of the apparatus, its tubing 8 being connected 
to a source of compressed air or other gas. This 
generator may also be arranged externally of 
the jar and supply aerosols into the latter through 
a tube. 
A transparent globe 4, for example of glass, is 

mounted, for example by means of screws on 
the cover 2 and communicates with the jar l. 
One of the ends of a bent tube 5 projects into the 
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upper" part. of‘ the. globe” while‘ its. other end: 1 
proje‘cts‘externally of. thewjanto be‘ connected, for 
example. by‘ means of a. ?exible tube, to: a gas 
mask; 9; (Fig.1). without’v inspiration valve or' to 
some‘ other: device used by the“ patient forv the 
inhalation of‘ the“ aerosols; 
The means: for generating: the aerosols. can- be 

any know-ntype of» aerosollgenerator; Preferably 
it should be‘ of . the type‘ which e?e'cts. the" pulveri 
_zation of the liquid; by‘means' oi‘a'. compressed air 
jet; or pulverizer; in: which‘ the: compressed air in 
aspirati-ng' or‘ ins delivering? on mixing: with the 
liquid; projects the same with extreme violence 
into the surrounding air. A suitable generator 
is‘ disclosed in French. PatentNo. 905,303 issued 
April: 9,. 1945 to Leonard; Bon-ameau. 

Before‘: emerging‘ through. the. tube 5, the 
aerosols must necessarily pass. through the: glass 
globe: 4i By'me'ans' of? a comparison charter‘ by 
means. of. ground or frosted glasses, the density 
of the aerosols‘ can be‘. checked by comparing the 
opacity of‘; the. globe‘: containing: the aerosols with 
that ofv the‘ saidchart or‘ of the said ground‘ or 
frosted glasses; . Naturally; any other means of 
control. can-be‘; substitutedfor the glass globe, for 
example a. photometer‘ permitting very. precise 
measurem'entsa. 
The cover 2 also carries a tube 6 which p=ro~ 

jects into the jar I, which permits communica 
tion with the atmosphere and which may be closed 
or provided with an inspiration valve depending 
on the use made of the apparatus which may 
be used either in closed circuit or in open circuit. 

In the ?rst case, the tube 6 and the expiration 
valve of the mask are closed, whilst an absorbent 
cartridge for carbonic acid is inserted in the ?ex 
ible tube which, as indicated above, connects 
the end 1 of the U-shaped tube to the gas mask 
9, or it is inserted in the intake opening of the 
gas mask. The patient thus inhales from and 
exhales into the hermetically sealed jar I which 
has been previously ?lled with aerosols. This 
method of operation is suitable when a small 
number of inhalations suf?ces to obtain the effect 
sought by means of the treatment. 
When a more prolonged treatment is necessary, 

the apparatus is used with open circuit. In this 
case, the presence of the tube 6 is necessary. 
When the tube 1 is connected to a gas mask 9 
(Fig. l) the latter must be provided with an ex 
piration valve l0, and an inspiration valve H 
may be provided on the mask or in the tube 6 
for avoiding the escape of aerosols. In the ap 
paratus shown in Fig. 2, the tube 1 is provided 
with a mouth-piece [2 instead of being connected 
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to a gas mask. The expiration valve is arranged 
at the end of the tube 1, while the inhalation 
valve II is arranged at the lower end of the tube 
6. When the jar l is ?lled with aerosols to the 
required density, the inhalations commence, the 
generator 3 continuing to function. 
The compressed air (or other gas) necessary 

for the production of the aerosols may in par 
ticular be supplied by a hand pump or electric 
compressor or simply drawn from a compressed 
air ?ask provided with an expansion valve. 

It will be understood that the device accord 
ing to the invention may be mounted, if desired 
with its source of compressed air on a carriage 
which may also carry the medicaments and the 
accessories necessary for the treatment. 
What I claim is: 
1. An apparatus for the use of medicinal 

aerosols, comprising a hermetically sealed jar, 
means for supplying this jar with medicinal 
aerosols, a device for permitting the density of 
the aerosols to be controlled and comprising a 
chamber directly opening into said jar, a delivery 
tube having one end opening into the upper part 
of said chamber and having its other end opening 
externally of the jar, and means for connecting 
said tube to inhalation means used by the patient. 

2. An apparatus for the use of medicinal aero 
sols, comprising a hermetically sealed jar, means 
arranged in said jar for developing aerosols there 
in, a device for permitting the density of the aero 
sols to be controlled and comprising a chamber 
directly opening into said jar, a delivery tube hav 
ing one end opening into the upper part of said 
chamber and having its other end opening ex 
ternally of the jar, and means for connecting 
said tube to inhalation means used by the patient. 

3. An apparatus for the supply of medicinal 
aerosols, comprising a hermetically sealed jar, 
means for supplying this jar with medicinal aero 
sols, a transparent globe mounted on the top of 
said jar and directly opening into the latter, and 
a delivery tube extending into said globe and 
having one end opening into the upper part of 
the latter, its other end opening externally of 
the jar, and means for connecting said tube to 
inhalation means used by the patient. 
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4 
4. An apparatus according to claim 3, in which 

the transparent globe is ?xed in a detachable 
manner to the top of said jar. 

5. An apparatus for the use of medicinal 
aerosols, comprising a jar, means for supplying 
this jar with medicinal aerosols, a device for 
permitting the density of the aerosols to be con 
trolled and including a chamber directly open 
ing into said jar, a pipe dipping into said jar and 
opening to atmosphere, a delivery tube having 
one end opening into the upper part of said cham 
ber and having its other end opening externally 
of the jar, means for connecting said tube to in 
halation means used by the patient and com 
prising an exhalation valve, and an inhalation 
valve arranged between the outer ends of said 
tube and. said pipe. 

6. An apparatus for the use of medicinal 
aerosols, comprising a jar, means for supplying 
this jar with medicinal aerosols, a device for per 
mitting the density of the aerosols to be con 
trolled and including a chamber directly opening 
into said jar, a pipe dipping into said jar and 
opening to atmosphere, a delivery tube having 
one end, opening into the upper part of said 
chamber and having its other end opening ex 
ternally of the jar, a mouth-piece adapted to 
said tube for permitting inhalation of aerosols 
by a patient, an exhalation valve arranged be— 
tween said mouth-piece and the outlet of said 
tube, and an inhalation valve arranged between 
said mouth-piece and the inlet of said pipe. 

FRANCOIS JEAN MARIE 'I‘HEUNISSEN. 
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